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SELECT CONTROL / DIRECT CONTROL 

EUROPROFI  5510 D COMBILINE AEROSEM 3002 ADD

Exceptional operating convenience
These operator terminals provide the tractor driver with a well-deserved level of support to ensure 

efficient and consistent productivity. PÖTTINGER's new generation of in-cab terminals make sure 

you have everything under control, even after a long day in the field. The development of the terminal 

focussed on maximum operating convenience, ergonomics and automation of each working step.  

The result is a range of control systems to ideally match your equipment, from electronic preselect 

controls through to fully integrated ISOBUS terminals.

Tough and illuminated –  for 24-hour operations

 Heavy-duty 2-component synthetic casing with rubber edge guard

 All units feature illuminated graphic display

 Raised back-lit keys for optimum visibility at night

SELECT CONTROL / COMPASS CONTROL

The robust electronic preselect SELECT CONTROL terminal features an illuminated graphic display 

and back-lit keys. The nine function keys are therefore clearly visible at night. All functions of the 

equipment to be operated can be preselected using the SELECT CONTROL and then performed using 

the tractor's remote valves. Lanyards are no longer are no needed. As a result, SELECT CONTROL 

monitors the status of the machine and prevents malfunctions and damage. 

 Operating hours counter for a perfect record of all activities in the field

 Wagon full signal with load counter

A new on-board computer has been developed for VITASEM seed drills - COMPASS CONTROL.  

The following functions can be performed conveniently and easily: electronic tram-line system, 

calibration assistant, hectare counter and speed display.

SELECT CONTROL makes things easier with:

 NOVACAT X8

 TOP 852 C s-line and TOP 972 C s-line (optional)

 EUROBOSS

 VITASEM, AEROSEM (as COMPASS CONTROL)

Select Control Compass Control

Illuminated display and back-lit keys on all terminals



/ POWER CONTROL

TOP 1252 C

DIRECT CONTROL

The electronic DIRECT CONTROL system has been developed especially for PÖTTINGER's wide range of 

loader wagons. All functions can be selected directly without having to change between the loading and 

unloading menus. The brightness of the graphic display and illuminated keys is adjustable. 

 The loading chamber lights and external floodlights can be controlled.

 Wagon full signal with load counter

 Scraper floor switch at tailgate (optional)

 2-speed motor directly selectable

 Steered axle directly selectable

 Load-Sensing-compatible

DIRECT CONTROL makes things easier with:

 EUROBOSS (optional)

 PRIMO / FARO / EUROPROFI

Wireless

Power control

Direct Control

NEW!

WIRELESS POWER CONTROL / POWER CONTROL

POWER CONTROL is the new standard on all ISOBUS-compatible PÖTTINGER machines. A total of 

23 keys offer the highest level of convenience for operating PÖTTINGER machines. PÖTTINGER has 

extended the functionality of the POWER CONTROL terminal to provide more flexible operation of loader 

wagons. WIRELESS POWER CONTROL enables convenient operation of the loader wagon from outside 

the tractor cab as well. Now you can optimise unloading using the cross conveyor belt, for example. The 

operator terminal can be attached to a carrying belt, so the driver has both hands free to work.

An extended range of up to 328'  / 100 m ensures a reliable connection between the tractor, machine and 

operator terminal. Thanks to intelligent loader management, the WIRELESS POWER CONTROL provides 

reliable support to farmers even during long deployment in the field.

POWER CONTROL makes things easier with:

 NOVACAT X8 collector (without collector optional)

 NOVACAT V10

 TOP 1252 C s-line (optional)

 TORRO / JUMBO / JUMBO combiline

 all loader wagons with beaters (without beaters optional)

 TERRASEM (as ARTIS / ARTIS plus)

 VITASEM, AEROSEM (with electric metering)



CCI 100

TOP 722

TERRASEM C8 FERTILIZER

ISOBUS is the worldwide standard for the communication between tractors and 

machinery, as well as the transfer of data between these mobile systems and agricultural 

office software. The new PÖTTINGER CCI 100 ISOBUS terminal not only offers all the 

functions provided by the POWER CONTROL terminal, but also enables professional 

operation of all ISOBUS-compatible machines from a wide range of manufacturers.

 Rugged synthetic casing

 High quality 8.4" TFT colour touch-screen

 Six soft keys on left and right (F1-F12)

 Ambient light sensor and back-lit function keys

 Edit using keys and touch-screen

 Video input for camera

 Scroll wheel with confirmation function for direct input and adjustment of setpoints

PÖTTINGER CCI 100 makes things easier with:

 NOVACAT X8

 NOVACAT X8 collector 

 NOVACAT V10

 all loader wagons (EUROBOSS and above)

 TOP 1252 C s-line

 VITASEM, AEROSEM (with electric metering)

 TERRASEM

ISOBUS Terminal CCI 100

Alois PÖTTINGER Maschinenfabrik GmbH 
Industriegelände 1, 4710 Grieskirchen, Austria 

Phone +43 7248 600-0, Fax +43 7248 600-2513

info@poettinger.at, www.poettinger.at B
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